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ABSTRACT
We study a central charge Z of a one parameter family of Calabi-Yau d-fold
embedded in CP d+1. For a 5-fold case, we construct the form of the Z concretely
and analyse charge vectors of D-branes and intersection forms of associated cycles.
By combining results of the topological sigma model and the data of the CFT
calculations in the Gepner model, we nd that the Z is determined and is specied
by a set of integers that labels boundary state. The Z has a moduli parameter t
that describes a deformation of a moduli space in the open string channel with
B-type boundary conditions. Also monodromy matrices and homology cycles are
investigated.
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1 Introduction
D-branes play important roles to describe solitonic modes in string theory. The physical
observables of D-brane’s eective theories have dependences of moduli on compactied in-
ternal spaces or wrapped D-branes. In this paper, we focus on the central charge of the
type II superstring compactied on Calabi-Yau manifold and study its properties from the
point of view of topological sigma models (A- and B-models)[1]-[11]. The central charge is
characterized by D-brane charges and periods of the B-model in the closed string channel.
Together with the Ka¨hler potential K, it allows us to construct a BPS mass formula of
D-branes wrapped around cycles.
Recently there is a great advance [12] to study properties of charges, boundary states[13],[14]
based on the Gepner model[15] associated with the CY3. Also there appear many consis-
tency checks about these charges, intersection forms of homology cycles by analyses both
in the CFT and in the sigma models[16]. They are investigated in the three dimensional
Calabi-Yau cases.
The aim of this paper is to develop a method to construct the central charge of the
Calabi-Yau d-folds and to investigate their properties in order to understand structure of the
moduli spaces in the open string channel.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain a mirror manifold paired with
a Calabi-Yau d-fold embedded in CP d+1. We also explain the results in [10],[11] about a
Ka¨hler potential in order to x notations. There we introduce a few sets of periods applicable
either in the small or large complex structure regions. We construct a formula of the central
charge Z by using the periods. In section 3, we investigate the results by P. Candelas et al
[3] in our bases and develop a method to construct the Z. By generalizing a consideration
in the quintic case, we apply the method to the 5-fold case and construct the central charge
Z concretely in section 4. Also the monodromy matrices associated with singular points are
investigated. In section 5, we review the Gepner model [15] shortly and analyse D-brane
charges both in large radius basis and in the Gepner basis with B-type boundary conditions.
In section 6, cycles associated with the periods are constructed explicitly and intersection
forms of the cycles are studied. In section 7, we propose formulae of the Z applicable in the
large volume region and make a consideration about an analogous structure to the Mukai
vector in the Z. Section 8 is devoted to conclusions and comments. In appendix A, we
summarize several examples of the
q
A^ in lower dimensional cases. In appendix B, we collect
several data about monodromy properties of the quintic.
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2 Periods and Ka¨hler Potential
In our previous papers[10],[11], we determine the formula of the Ka¨hler potential of the
Calabi-Yau d-fold embedded in CP d+1
M ; p = XN1 +X
N
2 +   +XNN −N X1X2   XN = 0 ;
and that of the mirror partner with a moduli parameter  of the complex structure
W ;
dfp = 0g=Z⊗(N−1)N : (1)
The N is related with the complex dimension d of M, N = d+2. The formula is constructed
by requiring consistency condition with the results of the CFT at the Gepner point. In this
paper, we investigate the central charge of the topological A-model associated with the M
(equivalently, the open string with B-type boundary conditions). The formula is important
for BPS mass analyses of the D-branes.
First we review the result in [10],[11]. The Ka¨hler potentialK is constructed by combining












































The coecients Ik are determined in [10].
These formulae are valid in the small  region because of the convergence of the series
expansions. At a point  = 0 in the B-model moduli space, there is a ZN symmetry which
rotates the  !  ( = e2i=N ). A cyclic ZN monodromy transformation A is diagonalized
on the set of this basis ~$k (1  k  N − 1) with  = e2i=N
A ~$k( ) = k ~$k( ) (k = 1; 2;    ; N − 1) :
For a later convenience, we also introduce a set of periods $j (0  j  N − 1)






jk(k − 1)N−1 ~$k :
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The ZN transformation acts on this basis cyclically
A$j( ) = $j+1( ); (j = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 1) :




$j = 0 :
But the basis is useful because it is directly related to the Gepner basis of the CFT. These
two sets of periods ~$k and $j are meaningful only in the small  region because of the
convergence of the series expansions. In order to describe the large complex structure region
of W , we must introduce a set of periods fΩmgs (m = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 2). A generating




















































The innite series Eq.(2) converges around the large complex structure point z  0 of W.
We nd that the two sets of the periods ~$k and Ω‘ are related by a transformation matrix




~Mk‘Ω‘ (k = 1; 2;    ; N − 1) ;














(k − 1)m+1 (1  k  N − 1 ; 0  m  N − 2) ;
Vm;‘ =
q
A^()  (e − 1)m  (−)‘

N−2
(0  m  N − 2 ; 0  ‘  N − 2) : (3)
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The Bms are Bernoulli numbers and are dened in our convention as
x
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We summarize several concrete examples of the
q
A^() in the appendix A. Also we dene


























Pj;n = j;N−2 −N 
 
N − 2− n




j = 0; 1;    ; N − 1
n = 0; 1;    ; N − 2
!
: (4)
In discussing properties in the large  region, we use the sets ^n or Ωm.
2.1 Ka¨hler Potential






















































 (j‘ − a‘)(−j0‘ − −a‘) ;
(j; j0 = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 1) ;









(−k − 1)m+1(k − 1)n+1 ; (m;n = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 2) ;
‘;‘0 = (−1)‘  ‘+‘0;N−2 ; (‘; ‘0 = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 2) :
In the above formulae, the Ik, Kj;j0, Im;n and ‘;‘0 are intersection matrices associated with
homology cycles for the corresponding periods ~$k, $j, ^m and Ω‘. The matrix I has a diag-
onal form. In contrast, the Kj;j0 and Im;n are lower triangular matrices with non-vanishing
components in the right lower entries with j+ j0  N −2, m+n  N −2. Also the determi-
nant of the K is not unit, but detK = N2. So the associated cyclic basis is not a canonical
one. The set of the Ω‘s has an intersection matrix ‘;‘0 with non-vanishing components at
‘+‘0 = N−2. The form of the ‘;‘0 means that the set of periods Ω‘s is a symplectic of an SO-
invariant basis and associated homology cycles have appropriate intersection forms. But it is
not an integral basis and the associated cycles belong to homology classes
Ld
‘=0 H2‘(M ; Q)
or Hd(W ; Q) respectively in the A-, B-models. In order to obtain a set of canonical basis




Nm;‘Ω‘ (m = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 2) :
The transformation matrix N generally has entries with fractional rational numbers. The
basis  is needed to discuss the D-brane charges Q‘s or a central charge Z in the BPS mass
formulae.
2.2 Central Charge
In the B-model case in the open string channel1, there appear even dimensional Dp-branes
(p = 0; 2; 4;    ; 2d) which wrap around homology cycles p (p = 0; 2; 4;    ; 2d) of the Calabi-
1So far we used the words \A-", \B-"models for the closed string case. But the denition is exchanged
when we consider properties in the open string channels.
5
Yau d-fold M . The brane charge Q2d−2‘ associated with the D-brane is dened by integrating









eF (‘ = 0; 1; 2;    ; d) :
By combining these charges Qp and the canonical basis ‘ with the B-type boundary con-





It is a constituent block of a BPS mass formula mBPS  e+K=2jZj in the curved space. We












mn;j$j (0  n  N − 2) :









If we can determine one of these matrices N , S and m, the canonical basis ‘ is xed. Here
the \canonical" condition means that the set f‘g is a symplectic (or an SO-invariant) and
an integral basis of monodromy transformations. The symplectic (or SO-invariant) condition
is reduced to that on the N with an appropriate integer  and the matrix 
N tN =  :
But generally the matrix N may have fractional components.
3 Quintic
In order to exemplify our considerations, we shall study the result of the quintic. P. Candelas
et al directly constructed the matrix m[3], which connects the two bases ‘ and $j
 := t ( 0 1 2 3 ) ;
$ := t ($0 $1 $2 $4 ) ;
m =
0BBBBB@

















1 −1 0 0
1CCCCCA ; m−1 :=
0BBBBB@
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 −1
−4 8 1 3
−4 3 1 1
1CCCCCA :
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; q = e2it :
The prepotential F of M is expressed as a sum of a polynomial part of t and a non-






































t2 + S2(0; x2)
1
6




















By comparing Eqs.(5) and Eqs.(6), we obtain a matrix N
 = NΩ ; N =
0BBBBB@
1 0 0 0










The N is a kind of a symplectic matrix and satises a relation
N tN = (−5)   :
2This \F" is not a gauge eld \F" on the D-brane. I believe that there is no confusion in these notations.
7
Also one can check this N and the m satisfy an equation
N = m  P  V ;
by using a denition of the V and P in Eqs.(3),(4)
P  V =
0BBBBB@















In the ^ basis, this result is expressed as
 = S  ^ ; S =
0BBBBB@
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 1
0 −5 8 −3
5 0 0 0
1CCCCCA = m  P :
Then the intersection form in the ^ basis is obtained as
StS =
0BBBBB@
0 0 0 5
0 0 −5 5
0 5 0 −5
−5 −5 5 0
1CCCCCA ;  =
0BBBBB@
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
1CCCCCA :
It coincides with the matrix Im;n in our result for the N = 5 case
StS = 5  I ; I =
0BBBBB@
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 1
0 1 0 −1
−1 −1 1 0
1CCCCCA :




with a triangular matrix S with non-vanishing components in the right lower entries. Gen-
erally we know the forms of the matrices V and P in Eqs.(3),(4), but the remaining ones m
and N are unknown. If we can determine the N , then we obtain the m from a relation
m = N  (P  V )−1 : (8)
This N contains invariants of K(M)-theory of the D-branes as its components. The N is a
triangular matrix with non-vanishing components in the left lower blocks
N =
0BBBBB@
 0 0 0
  0 0
   0
   
1CCCCCA :
8
For the quintic case, numbers in the last row of the N in Eq.(7) coincide with coecients of





A^() = −5− 25
12
2 :







It also appears in the 1st column in theN . The number 5 is interpreted as a triple intersection
number of a 4-cycle in the M . The remaining entry −11=2 is expected to be interpreted as
some kind of invariant associated with a normal bundle.
If we can nd the matrix N and choose the basis , the central charge is evaluated in
the B-model in the open string channel
Z = Q   = (QN )(N−1) = (QN )  Ω ;
Q = (Q2d Q2d−2    Q2 Q0 ) :
We make a remark here: the basis  has an ambiguity in the multiplication of a matrix L
from the left-side
0 = L  = L  NΩ :
When the L is a symplectic (or an SO-invariant) matrix with integer components
LtL =  ;
the modied 0 gives us the same Ka¨hler potential as that in the  basis. In this paper, we
choose a standard convention L = I by choosing a pure D2d charge in the next section.
4 5-Fold
In the previous section, we analyzed the quintic. The essential part seems to be a factorized
property of the matrix I by a (triangular) matrix S and a matrix . Under this consideration,




0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 −1 2
0 0 0 1 −1 −1
0 0 −1 0 2 −2
0 1 1 −2 0 3




Intuitively we nd that the I is factorized into a form with a matrix  and a triangular
matrix S
7  I = StS ;
 =
0BBBBBBBBBBB@
0 0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0




0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 −1 2
0 0 0 −1 1 1
0 0 −7 7 −7 7
0 −7 0 14 −21 7
7 0 0 0 0 0
1CCCCCCCCCCCA
:
This decomposition is not unique and there are possibilities for choosing the S. When we
pick a cyclic basis f$jg with an index \j" as
$ = t ($0 $1 $2 $3 $5 $6 ) ;
a transformation matrix P from the ^ to the $ is obtained
P =
0BBBBBBBBBBB@
0 0 0 0 0 1
−7 0 0 0 0 1
35 −7 0 0 0 1
−70 28 −7 0 0 1
−35 28 −21 14 −7 1
7 −7 7 −7 7 −6
1CCCCCCCCCCCA
:
Now we know the matrix S and can determine matrices m and N . By using the relation
S = m  P , we can obtain a transformation matrix m from the $ basis to the  basis
 = t (0 1 2 3 4 5 ) ;
m =
0BBBBBBBBBBB@























−4 4 1 0 0 −1
−8 −4 −3 −1 −1 −4
1 −1 0 0 0 0
1CCCCCCCCCCCA
: (9)
Characteristic features of the m appear in the 1st and the last rows in m. The rst row
means that the 0 is identied with the $0. The last row implies that the 5 is represented
as a linear combination of only $0 and $1 as
5 = $0 −$1 :
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We believe that these structures are universal. Especially the d might be represented as
d = $0 −$1 ;
It is related to the structure of a pure D2d charge Q2d.
Also we nd the matrix N for the N = 7 case by using an equation Eq.(8)
 = NΩ ;
N =
0BBBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 0 0 0





−1 0 0 0
0 161
24

















N tN = (−7)   :
The entries in the last row of the N are topological numbers. They coincide with coecients
of the (−7)
q
A^() for the N = 7 case
(−7)
q






The entries 7 is associated with an intersection number 7 of 5 8-cycles in M . Possibly the
other entries could be interpreted as invariants associated with D-branes from the point of
view of K(M)-theory.
Next let us consider monodromy matrices associated with singular points in order to
conrm our result for the N = 7 case. The 5-fold has singular points  = 0;1; e2i‘=7
(‘ = 0; 1; 2    ; 6) in the B-model moduli space. At the point  = 0, the monodromy
transformation acts on the basis $ cyclically and is realized as a matrix A$
A$ = A$$ :
The action of A on other bases ^,  and Ω is calculated as representation matrices A^, A
and AΩ by using the N and m
A$ =
0BBBBBBBBBBB@
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 1




−6 1 0 0 0 0
−21 1 1 0 0 0
−35 0 1 1 0 0
−35 0 0 1 1 0
−21 0 0 0 1 1






1 0 0 0 0 −1
−1 1 0 0 0 1
−1 1 1 0 0 1
−14 0 7 1 0 14
−7 −14 7 1 1 7




















































Also the transformation around the  = 1 point is evaluated on these bases as matrices
T$, T^, T and TΩ
T$ =
0BBBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 −1
−6 1 0 0 0 6
15 0 1 0 0 −15
14 −1 −1 −1 −1 −16




1 −1 1 −1 1 −1
0 1 −1 1 −1 1
0 0 1 −1 1 −1
0 0 0 1 −1 1
0 0 0 0 1 −1





1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0
0 −1 1 0 0 0
14 7 −7 1 0 0
7 14 0 −1 1 0




1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0
1
2
























The forms of the matrices T^ and TΩ are universal. We will explain these points in the
section 7.
The  = 1 is a conifold-like point and associated monodromy matrices are obtained for
these bases as P$, P, P^ and PΩ
P$ =
0BBBBBBBBBBB@
2 −1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
−6 6 1 0 0 0
15 −15 0 1 0 0
15 −15 0 0 1 0




1 0 0 0 0 0
7 1 0 0 0 0
14 0 1 0 0 0
21 0 0 1 0 0
14 0 0 0 1 0





1 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0








































−7 1 0 0 0 0
−28 0 1 0 0 0
−84 0 0 1 0 0
−210 0 0 0 1 0
−462 0 0 0 0 1






1 0 0 0 0 0
7 1 0 0 0 0
28 0 1 0 0 0
84 0 0 1 0 0
210 0 0 0 1 0







6 −15 20 −15 6 −1
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
1CCCCCCCCCCCA
:
We can study the other monodromy transformations around points  = e2i‘=7 (‘ =
1; 2;    ; 6) by combining the results for the  = 1 and those for  = 0. One can see that
the monodromy matrices A, T and P in the canonical basis have integral entries. That
is a necessary condition for the  to be a canonical integral basis because the set of the
associated D-brane (integral) charge Q is transformed by these monodromy transformations
into vectors Q  A, Q  T, and Q  P. In this 5-fold case, we obtain the canonical basis
 = NΩ intuitively. But the data at the Gepner point allows us to calculate the exact
formula of the central charge Z.
5 Gepner Model
There are several analyses about 3-dimensional Calabi-Yau cases based on the Gepner
model[12],[16]. The boundary states, charges, and intersection forms are discussed. Shortly
we review the Gepner model and expand the results[12],[16] to the d-fold case.





Here the k is a positive integer and is called the level. The primary elds of this model is















They are parametrized by a set of three integers (‘;m; s). The standard range of the (‘;m; s)
is specied
0  ‘  k ; jm− sj  ‘ ;
s 2 f0;1g and ‘+m+ s 2 2Z :
The NS sector is associated with the s = 0 representation while the s = 1 representations
belong to the Ramond sector. The (anti-)chiral primary states are labelled by ((‘;−‘; 0))
(‘;+‘; 0) respectively in the NS sector. They are related to the Ramond ground states
(‘;‘;1) by the spectral flow.
Let us consider a Gepner model realized by tensoring N minimal models with the same
level (N − 2). The corresponding Landau-Ginzburg model is realized by a potential
XN1 +X
N
2 +   +XNN :
We restrict ourselves to (complex) odd dimensional Calabi-Yau cases with N = 3; 5; 7 (d =
1; 3; 5). Each minimal model has a ZN  Z2 symmetry whose generators (g; h)s act on the
primary eld ‘m;s as
g‘m;s = 
m‘m;s ( = e
2i=N ) ;
h‘m;s = (−1)s‘m;s :
The ZN -symmetry is correlated with the U(1) charge. The orbifold group of the Gepner
model is generated by a diagonal ZN generator
QN
j=1 gj. Here the index \j" distinguishes
the N minimal models. The boundary states jii which preserve N = 2 worldsheet algebra
are constructed in [16]. According to the notations of Cardy[14], they are labelled by a set
of integers
 = (Lj ;Mj ; Sj) (j = 1; 2;    ; N) ;
for each A-, B-type boundary condition. The action of the discrete symmetry ZN  Z2 is
expressed on the state labelled by  as(
Mj ! Mj + 2 (ZN − action)
Sj ! Sj + 2 (Z2 − action)
:
Also it is known that a physically inequivalent choice for the Sj together with the identi-




Sj  0 mod. 4 :
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That is to say, it is enough to consider only boundary states with S = 0. Also for B-
type boundary states, it is known that the physically inequivalent choices of the Mj (j =





It means that the B-type boundary states with xed L = (L1; L2;    ; LN ) =: fLjg are de-
scribed by the single integerM . We calculate the intersection matrix IB for L = (0; 0;    ; 0) =:
f0g states in the B-type boundary condition








Then an intersection form IG in the Gepner basis is related to the IB for general N =
3; 4; 5;   
IB = (1− g)(1− g−1)IG ; IG = g(1− g)N−2 :
The IG coincides with the m
−1    (m−1)t in the language of the sigma model when we
choose the components of the $ appropriately
$ = ($a+1 $a+2    $N−1 $0 $1 $2    $a−1 ) :
Let us recall that the basis  in the large volume is related to the $ through the m
 = m$ :
The charge vector QG is related to the large volume charge vector QL
3 as
Z = QL   = QG $ ;
QL = QG m−1 :
At a point  = 1 in the moduli space of the W , a d-cycle in the mirror shrinks into a point.
An associated cycle in the M is a pure 2d-cycle around which a D2d-brane wraps. The charge
is specied by a charge vector QL in the large volume limit
QL = (Q2d Q2d−2    Q2 Q0 ) = ( 1 0 0    0 0 ) =: Q(0)L :
When we use a Gepner basis for $ as
$ = t($0 $1 $2    $a−1 $a+1    $N−1 ) ;
3In this section and section 7, we put the super-, subscript \L" to the charge Q in the large volume case
to distinguish it from the QG in the Gepner basis.
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G = ( 1 −1 0 0    0 0 ) ;
in the Gepner basis. When we take a charge QG of a B-type boundary state with jf0g; 0; 0i
to be the Q
(0)
G , this boundary state is identied with a pure D2d-brane with the charge Q
(0)
L .
By acting a ZN -monodromy matrix A
−1, we can change the value M into an M + 2 and
obtain a charge for the state jf0g;M ; 0i. Also the Z2-action h is implemented by reversing a
sign of the charge Q! −Q. The other charges QG of states with L = (L1 L2    LN )












In our case, the N is odd and there is a useful relation in calculating the QG from the set
fLg
g1=2 = −gN−12 :
Collecting all the relations, we calculate the charges for the 5-fold case. We list the result
for the N = 7 (d = 5) case in the table 1.
L QG QL
( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) ( 1 −1 0 0 0 0 ) ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 )
( 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) ( 0 0 0 −1 1 0 ) ( 5 0 2 0 −7 0 )
( 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 ) ( 1 −1 −1 0 0 1 ) (−3 0 −1 0 0 0 )
( 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 ) ( 0 0 −1 −2 2 1 ) ( 6 0 3 0 −14 0 )
( 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 ) ( 2 −2 −3 −1 1 3 ) ( 5 0 −1 0 −7 0 )
( 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 ) ( 1 −1 −4 −5 5 4 ) ( 10 0 6 0 −35 0 )
( 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 ) ( 5 −5 −9 −5 5 −9 ) (−24 0 1 0 −35 0 )
( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) ( 5 −5 −14 −14 14 14 ) ( 19 0 14 0 −98 0 )
Table 1: D-brane charges with the B-type boundary conditions. When the set L is specied,
charge vectors QG and QL are determined.
Here we use a basis $
$ = t($0 $1 $2 $3 $5 $6 ) :
for measuring the charges in the QG and write down results for the Lj = 0; 1 (j = 1; 2;    ; 7)
cases for simplicity. We make a remark here: We used the m in Eq.(9). But there is some
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arbitrariness in determining the m and the vector QL cannot be xed uniquely. Probably the
arbitrariness is reduced to some symplectic or SO transformation and they might possibly
lead to equivalent physics.
In contrast, the result here shows that we can calculate a charge vector QG of the D-brane
in the Gepner basis associated with a boundary state jfLg;M ;Si
L! QG ;
when a set of numbers L = (L1 L2    LN ) is given as an input datum. So we can
investigate relations between the L and QG more precisely. First we restrict ourselves to
the states jfLg;M = 0;S = 0i for simplicity. Then we obtain the charge vector QG for
N = 3; 4; 5 (d = 1; 3; 5) cases with respectively a = 2; 3; 4























(j = 0; 1; 2;    ; a− 1; a+ 1;    ; N − 1) :
It is this formula that connects the set fLg and the charge vector QG. Let us recall that the
D-brane charge vector QL in the large radius volume with the B-type boundary condition is
constructed from the QG by the transformation matrix m as QL = QG m−1. The associated
central charge (the BPS mass formula) Z is expressed by the ‘ or $ in the appropriate




QL2d−2‘  ‘ = QL 
= (QLm)  (m−1)







































The result is independent of the choice of the \a" in dening the basis $.
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Next the state jfLg;M 6= 0; 0i is obtained by acting the ZN monodromy matrix A−1 on
the Z in the jfLg;M = 0; 0i case
Z = Q  A−1  :
The S 6= 0 case can be realized by acting the remaining Z2 symmetry on the charge Q! −Q.
6 Cycles
In this section, we study cycles associated with the periods $j. For the d-fold variety W
with p
W ;
dfp = 0g=Z⊗(N−1)N ;
p = XN1 +X
N
2 +   +XNN −N X1X2   XN = 0 ;
we consider a set of d chains Vj( ) (j = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 1)
Vj( ) = fX1; X2;    ; XN−1 ; real positive
XN = 1 ;
XN−1 s.t. argXN−1 !   2j + 1
N
as  ! 0 g :
In this denition, the index \j" of the Vj is dened modulo N , that is, VN+j = Vj for an
arbitrary j 2 Z. These are chains with the same boundary under an identication of the
discrete symmetry ZN . But an arbitrary combination Vi − Vj (i; j = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 1) is a









‘(j−k)(1− ‘)N−2 : (11)


















(Vj+n − Vj+n+1) (j ; mod.N) :
We introduce a set of periods qj( ) associated with the Cj . These qj( )s are related with






jk(k − 1)N−1 ~$k( ) (j = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 1) : (12)
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In order to prove the Eq.(12), we introduce a set of one-cycles γj as unions of half-lines
γj = fargXj = 0g [ fargXj = 2
N
g (j = 1; 2;    ; N − 2) :
From these d one-cycles, we can construct d-cycles Cj
Cj = f(X1; X2;    ; XN−2; XN−1; 1) ;
(X1; X2;    ; XN−2) 2 γ1  γ2      γN−2 ;
branch of XN−1 is specied by \j"g (j = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 2) :
































 := 1 +XN1 +X
N
2 +   +XNN−2 :
This Im is transformed into an integral associated with the V0
















When we recall the action of the ZN monodromy transformation A around the  = 0
A ; (N )m ! m(N )m ;


































From this formula, we obtain a relation between the C0 and the V0
C0 = (1−A)N−2V0 :























N−1  (N−12 N )m :
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It is related with a period $0( ) as






















N−1  (N−12 N )m :
Also a relation qj( ) = q0(
j ) means that each cycle Cj is related with a period qj . That
completes the proof of the statement in Eq.(12).
We make a comment on the branch of the XN−1: First we introduce a variable v =
N −
N−1
N X1X2   XN−2. In the small v case (v = 0), the XN−1 is evaluated as






(j0 = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 1) :
The argument of XN−1 corresponds to the branch of the chain Vj0. We nd an exact repre-
sentation of the XN−1
















1− n + 1
N
  vn ;
(j0 = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 1) :
On the other side, the XN−1 is evaluated in the large v region






(j00 = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 1) :
When we move the parameter  from 0 to 1 on the real line, two of the (N − 1) XN−1s
with j = 0 and N − 1 coincide at a v = N(1 − N) 1N−1. Its value is evaluated as XN−1 =
1=N  (N − 1)−1=N . The other XN−1s do not collide one another for the  2 R+.
Next we will consider cycles associated with the ~$‘. Because these qj( ) are related with












−‘kVk (1  ‘  N − 1) :
These cycles ~C‘s diagonalize the action of the ZN monodromy  !  
~C‘ ! ‘ ~C‘ ;
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but the sets of Cj and Vk change cyclically
Qj ! Qj+1 ; Vk ! Vk+1 :
The ~C‘s belong to Hd(W ; C). On the other hand, the Cjs and Vks are rational homology
cycles in Hd(W ; Q).
6.1 Intersection Matrix
The results of the CFT at the Gepner point imply that an intersection matrix associated
with the cycles Cj must be the IB






j+j0+1)(1− r)N−2 ; (j; j0 = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 1) :
This fact allows us to calculate intersections of the Vks formally by using the Eq.(11)








(1− r)N−2 ; (k; k
0 = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 1) :
By using this relation, we can show that the d-cycles Vk;‘ := Vk−V‘s have intersection forms







(1− r)N−2  (
−kr − −‘r)(k0r − ‘0r) ;
(k; ‘; k0; ‘0 = 0; 1; 2;    ; N − 1) :
Also we nd that intersection forms of the cycles ~C‘ associated with the ~$‘s
~C‘ \ ~Cm = (−N)  (m − 1)−N‘+m;N ; (‘;m = 1; 2;    ; N − 1) :
7 Central Charge in Large Radius Region
In this section, we consider the central charge Z in the large radius region of the M . Let us
recall that it is a product of a charge vector QL and canonical basis 
Z = QL   = ~Q  Ω ;
~Q = QLN : (13)
The matrix N transforms the charges QL into ~Q by a fractional redenition of the charge
lattices. When we consider the d-fold M , the D2d−2p brane charge is given by integrating the






We will rewrite the formula Eq.(13) in the bases ^ and
^^
. The ^ and
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Then the ^m and
^^


















y2m := x2m ; y2m+1 := x2m+1 + k^2m+1 ; (m = 1; 2;   ) ;
^m =























































These formulae Eqs.(16) remind us the couplings of RR elds (potentials) C to the gauge
elds on the D-brane, that is to say, a Chern-Simons term in the B-model
Z









The gauge eld F is combined with the Kalb-Ramond elds B into the F
F = F +B :
In the context of the topological sigma model, this B-eld is combined into a complexied
Ka¨hler form
B + iJ = t [D] ([D] 2 H2(M)) :
B = Re(t)[D] ; J = Im(t)[D] :
In our case, the \[D]" is a 1st Chern class of a hyperplane bundle of CPN−1
[D] = c1 (OCPN−1(1)) :
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Then the F is represented as
F = F +B = F + Re(t)[D] :
When one shifts the B-eld, the real part of the t changes, for an example, t ! t + 1 and
the F changes. It implies a coupling














Up to a multiplicative constant, this formal parameter  could be identied with the divisor
[D].
e−t = e−t [D] = e−(iJ+B) :



































































The integral over the M is dened with [H ] := N [D]Z
M
(  ) =
Z
CPN−1
(  )  [H ] :
In the formula of the Z, there appears a term en[D]. When we identify the  with the [D], the
n[D] is identied with c1 (OCPN−1(n)). Then the term en[D] in Eqs.(18),(19) is interpreted
as a Chern character of the line bundle OCPN−1(n) formally
en[D] = ch (OCPN−1(n)) :
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When one performs a monodromy transformation around the  = 1, the t is shifted into
t + 1 and the B-eld changes as B ! B + [D]. In the Z, the xns are invariant under the



















































e(n−1)[D]e−t[D]    
#
;
and induces rearrangements of the components of the matrices S and U . It leads to a
monodromy transformation on the basis ^ and
^^
. Especially monodromy matrices T^ and




(−T )‘ ; TΩ = eT t ;
T‘;‘0 = ‘+1;‘0 ; (0  ‘  N − 2 ; 0  ‘0  N − 2 ) :
Next we study the Z associated with the boundary state jfLg; 0; 0i in the Gepner model.






















































































































j0=1 Lj0  −
k











j Pj;ms are integers because the charges Q
G
j and the Pj;ms are integers.
Information about charges and eects
q
A^(N) of the normal bundle N is encoded in the
function R. Together with the
q
A^, analogs of the Mukai vectors appear in the Z or
^^
q
A^([D])  R([D]) 
q
K^(−[D]) ;q
A^([D])  en[D] 
q
K^(−[D]) :
Quantum eects in the Z is contained (non-)perturbatively in the following term
q
A^([D])  R([D]) 
q































A^ describes topological features of the associated bundle over the curved space.
On the other hand, the K^ is expected to have its origin in the perturbative quantum correc-
tions. In our previous paper[11], we propose a conjecture that the
q
K^ could be interpreted
as loop corrections of the sigma model. (For the quintic case, this statement is conrmed.) If
it is true for generic cases, this term might contain eects of all the perturbative corrections.
It seems interesting that these two terms are combined into a combination of Euler’s gamma
functions.
The remaining very important term is the $(− [D]
2i
). It has non-perturbative eects of
the worldsheet instantons. Possibly it might mean additional new couplings of the RR-eld
C to a term
q





I do not conrm the validity of these interpretations yet. It might be possible that the
K-theory or categorical mirror symmetry could explain these eects in the Z.
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8 Conclusions and Discussions
In this article, we develop a method to construct the central charge in the topological sigma
model in the open string channel. The basis we pick here is a kind of symplectic one with
intersection matrix . In order to obtain a set of canonical basis, we determine the matrix
S which connects the  and ^. It allows us to construct the matrix N that transforms the
Ω to the . Some topological invariants appear in the entries of the N . Some parts of them
are characterized by an A-roof of the M . But we cannot give geometrical interpretations to
other entries in N explicitly.
Together with the data of the Gepner model, we calculate the charge vectors of the D-
branes and the central charge. When a set of numbers fLg is specied, a boundary state
is constructed in the Gepner model. By calculating charges QG in the Gepner basis, we
construct a formula of the Z labelled by the set fLg. It is related to the boundary state
jfLg; 0; 0i.
In section 6, we investigate cycles associated with the sets of periods. There intersection
forms are analyzed. In section 7, we reexpress our result of the Z applicable in the large
volume region of the M . We nd that the Z contains terms that are analogous to the Mukai
vectors. In addition, there appear terms that encode perturbative and non-perturbative
quantum corrections. It might be possible that some geometrical interpretations could be
given to the terms in the context of the K-theory or categorical mirror symmetry.
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We write down several examples of the
q



























The coecients X‘ = N −N ‘ are represented as some combinations of Chern classes c‘s
of the M with c1 = 0

















































− 7 c3 c4
N2





























In the central charge Z, there appears a function
q
A^(). It is expanded in terms of the 
around  = 0
q




















































We will summarize several examples of
q
A^() for lower dimensional cases




A^1=2( ; N = 5) = 1 +
5 2
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We summarize monodromy matrices for the quintic case in the appendix for bases $, , ^,
^^
 and Ω
 = N  Ω ;  = m $ ; $ = P  Ω ;








1 0 0 0
−1 1 0 0
1 −2 1 0
−1 3 −3 1
1CCCCCA ; m =
0BBBBB@

















1 −1 0 0
1CCCCCA ;
P  V =
0BBBBB@














1CCCCCA ; P =
0BBBBB@
0 0 0 1
−5 0 0 1
15 −5 0 1
5 −5 5 −4
1CCCCCA ;
N = m  P  V =
0BBBBB@
1 0 0 0









1CCCCCA ; S = m  P =
0BBBBB@
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 1
0 −5 8 −3
5 0 0 0
1CCCCCA ;
We write down monodromy matrices associated with singular points  = 0; 1;1 for various
bases:
1. monodromy matrices associated with the  = 0
A$ =
0BBBBB@
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
−1 −1 −1 −1
1 0 0 0
1CCCCCA ; A =
0BBBBB@
1 0 0 −1
−1 1 0 1
3 5 1 −3




−4 1 0 0
−10 1 1 0
−10 0 1 1
−5 0 0 1

























−5 1 0 0
−15 0 1 0
−35 0 0 1
−71 4 −6 4
1CCCCCA ;
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2. monodromy matrices associated with the  = 1
P$ =
0BBBBB@
2 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
−4 4 1 0
−4 4 0 1
1CCCCCA ; P =
0BBBBB@
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0




1 0 0 0
5 1 0 0
5 0 1 0
5 0 0 1
















1 0 0 0
5 1 0 0
15 0 1 0
35 0 0 1
1CCCCCA ;
3. monodromy matrices associated with the  = 1 (t! t+ 1)
T$ =
0BBBBB@
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 −1
−4 1 0 4
−5 −1 −1 3
1CCCCCA ; T =
0BBBBB@
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
−8 −5 1 0




1 −1 1 −1
0 1 −1 1
0 0 1 −1
0 0 0 1
1CCCCCA ; TΩ =
0BBBBB@
1 0 0 0














4 −6 4 −1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
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